OFFICE ORDER

In compliance of approval granted by Standing Estate Committee in its 18th meeting held on 05-12-2017 on its agenda under item 18/07 (To consider & approve the proposal for demolition of existing structure presently occupied by Ms N.P. Medical Hall & Vijay Chandra Canteen and temporary allotment of them in existing Rain Basera near existing Medical college at IGIMS Patna-14), the Superintending Engineer (Civil) is here by directed to initiate further needful action in the matter of demolition of existing structures allotted earlier under lease agreement to Sri Digvijay Singh M/s N.P Medical Hall & Sri. Vijay Chandra Canteen (Extension of period is going to complete on 28.02.2018 in both case). as Boys Hostel work. Administrative Block and Library Blocks are in advance stage and these structures are in alignment of road going to Boys Hostel, Adm. Blocks as well as Medical College Building and it has now been necessary to take up the road work for which these existing structures need to be demolished.

The half portion of the adjacent in east part of Rain Basera by M/s N.P. Medical Hall and the other half portion in west side by Vijay Chandra Canteen may be used purely temporarily & required temporary work will be done by them on there own cost. This temporary arrangement is valid only till the incomplete structure made for service Block near Library Block of Medical College is converted in-to permanent Medicine Shop & Cafeteria which can be allotted on as & where as basis adopting de-novo process of allotment i.e. though tendering for commercial lease. The Bio – Medical waste Management office will be shifted to Manifold Room on the temporary Basis.

sd/-
Director
IGIMS Patna
Memo No: /Adm  Date  /12/ 2017

Copy to: Sri Digvijay Singh, M/s N.P. Medical Hall IGIMS Patna and Sri. Vijay Chandra Canteen for needful information with instruction to get your Shops shifted quickly in Rain Basera in view of above decision and this will be purely temporary arrangement.

(2) Bio - Medical waste management Office for information & needful for shifting your office quickly.

sd/-
Director
IGIMS, Patna

Memo No: 5358  /Adm  Date  2.6/12/2017

Copy to:- Sri Akilesh Pd. Singh, Superintending Eng.(Civil) in compliance of his letter no-547(Eng. cell)/17 dated:-11.12.2017. Further it is informed that compliance of agenda item :-18/03.10/04 &18/06 of Standing Estate Committee are not related with Adm. Sec. Hence take action quickly at your end. Pl. also take needful action in the matter of shifting of both Shops in Rain Basera of the Institute as explained above.

(2)Executive Eng (Electrical)/Eng. cell IGIMS, for information and further needful action.
(3)MS cell/Dean cell/FA / F& CAO / Accounts Section /Director cell/Sr. BME for needful Information.

Director
IGIMS Patna.